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 August, 1919.] MAN. [Nos. 68-69.

 the site, an apsidal chaitya hall, now first laid bare (Plates xix and xx), and

 temple and monastery 45, which is one of the latest buildings (Plate xxii), erected

 in the tenth or eleventh century A.D.

 The work carried out at Sanchi is as important as anything of this kind as yet
 done in India.

 A good description of the excavation of the Avantiswami temple at Avantipura,
 on the banks of the Jehlam in Kashmir, is given by Mr. Daya Ram Sahni. This
 fine medieval temple was destroyed by Sikandar, the image-breaker (But-shihan), at
 the enid of the fourteenth century. The lower part was fortunately covered by silt
 from floods, which has preserved much of the carving. The sculptures shown in
 Plates xxvii and xx'viii are of great interest as specimens of the Kashmir work of

 the tenth or eleventh centuries. The four-headed Vishru (Plate xxvii b and c)
 requires special notice, as also the group e in the same plate, which M. Foucher

 considers to be a descendant of the Gandhara groups of Panchika and Hiiriti.
 The fully illustrated paper by Mr. Duroiselle on the stone sculptures in the

 Ananda Temple at Pagan does Inot deal with any new discoveries or excavations,
 but is the first of a proposed series of studies of Burmese Art, a subject on which

 very little information has as yet been made available. It is sufficient here to

 draw attention to this important contribution.

 Other, papers of much interest are those continuinlg the descriptions of the
 excavations at Basalrh and Besnagar. M. LONGWORTH DAMES.

 Denmark: Archaeology. Nordman.

 Nordiske Fortidsmninden udgivne af Det. KlXql. Nordiske Oldskrfftselskab,
 avec des resumes en Fran9ais. Jettestuer i DanmaOh, Asia Fynd (Nouvelles 1W
 Fouilles de " Chambres de G6ants " en Danemark). II. Bind, 2 Hefts. Af. C. A.
 Nordman.

 This is an admirable account in Swedish, with a summary in French, of some
 recent excavations undertaken under the auspices of the National Museum of

 Denmark and under the directioui of that museum's officials. The monuments
 explored are the type of hmegalithic tomb known variously as chambres des qeants
 or sepultures a galerie, and are sonietimes in this work termed chambres a long
 couloir.

 Tlhe Scandinavian archIologists recognise in their region three types of mega-
 lithic tombs, known usually as dolmens, sepultures a galerie, and allees couverts,

 but it has been stated that in Jutland the two later forms are absent, as at the

 period of their construietion the peninsula was iavaded from the south by the people
 who buried in single graves. The explorations described iii the work under review
 show, however, that the sepultures a galerie do occur in Jutland, thotugh they are
 by no means common in the peninsula, and their occurrence is confined to certain

 areas. It is to be regretted that this memoire does not include a map of Denmark,
 shoWing the positions of the monuments in question, for it is by no means easy to
 identify the sites with an ordinary atlas, while the exact limits of the occurrence

 of this type of tomb, especially in Jutland, is a matter of considerable inlterest.
 The text describes ten tombs-one in Laaland, three in Zealand. and six in

 Jutland. In almost every case a plan of the tomb is given, aiid these show that iL)

 this respect there was little variation, as in all but qne case, Hvissehoj, in Jutland,
 they consisted of a single chamlber approximately if inot actually rectangular,
 approached by a long passage. The orientation of the passage seems to have varied,
 though the openings were always more or less to the east. Sections and photo-
 graphs are given in many cases, though they tell us less than the plans.
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